
The solution you need to meet 
SFDR reporting requirements 
With the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) in force, asset 
managers are required to report on principal adverse impact (PAI) indicators 
for their portfolios and funds.

Asset managers are looking for the highest level of data coverage and a scalable solution to make 
reporting as efficient as possible. We have partnered with Clarity AI to deliver a solution to meet 
this need.

SFDR Reporting Professional powered by Clarity AI allows you to create ready-to-use SFDR 
reports at scale via API for compliance purposes.



SFDR Reporting Professional powered by Clarity AI is a dedicated SFDR solution that combines LSEG ESG, 
Fundamentals and Sovereigns data with Clarity AI modelled and controversies data to provide unmatched 
coverage.

The tool covers both mandatory and optional SFDR PAIs for over 50,000 companies and creates an easy path 
to accurate reporting, allowing you to:

 – Save time and resources by directly downloading SFDR reports at the portfolio, entity and product level
 – Report on the largest possible proportion of your portfolio with coverage of over 50,000 organisations
 – Avoid compliance risks with our AI reliability processes and aligned methodology
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What you get with SFDR Reporting Professional Powered by Clarity AI

Article 4 compliance entity and 
 product level reporting

Covering all mandatory PAIs for companies 
and sovereigns (16) and 4 optional PAIs

Combination of LSEG’s 
market-leading fundamental data and 

Clarity AI ESG analytics 
Ability to generate on demand quarterly 

and annual reports 

Coverage of 50,000 companies and 
sovereign data

Comply with SFDR “Best efforts” approach 
considering 2-13x coverage of other 

providers thanks to advanced machine 
learning estimations models

Ability to report on unlimited  
number of portfolios and constituents Daily updated data
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About LSEG Data & Analytics
LSEG Data & Analytics, an LSEG business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and 
infrastructure. Operating across 190 countries we serve over 40,000 customers and 400,000 end users. LSEG 
Data & Analytics is an essential partner to the financial community, enabling customers to draw crucial insights 
through data, distribution technology, analytics and workflow solutions.

About Clarity AI
Clarity AI is a sustainability technology platform that uses machine learning and big data to deliver environmental 
and social insights to investors, organizations, and consumers. As of December 2022, Clarity AI’s platform 
analyzes more than 50,000 companies, 360,000 funds, 198 countries, and 199 local governments – 2-13 times 
more than any other player in the market – and delivers data and analytics for investing, corporate research, 
benchmarking, consumer ecommerce and reporting. Clarity AI has offices in North America, Europe, and the 
Middle East, and its client network manages tens of trillions in assets.
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